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Hi and welcome to 100 Scrapbook Sketches to Instantly Inspire!

I’m Anna Lyons, founder of Scrapbooking Coach.com

If you’ve ever struggled with scrappers block, how to start a layout or have lost the confidence to scrap,
then this book will transform your scrapbooking.

Using sketches is fun and EASY and they can save you time and give you lots of quick inspiration.

And sketches also leave lots of room for your own creativity too…

You see, a sketch simply tells you what goes where. And anyone who’s spent hours and hours pushing things
around on a page knows how important that is.

But outside of the page plan, what color of card stock and embellishments you use is entirely up to you! 

In fact, you could use the same sketch to create two totally different pages (just by choosing different
colored and textured paper / embellishments).

 
Cool huh?

Before I forget, I also want to encourage you to print out your copy of 100 Scrapbook Sketches to Instantly
Inspire! so you always have a hard copy. Stick it in a binder or staple it together. It’s great 
to have lying round the place, so you can just flick through a few pages and get inspired.

Feel free to take 100 Scrapbook Sketches to Instantly Inspire to your next crop too!

I really hope you enjoy the inspiration and ideas within, and I wish you nothing but fun and 
excitement with your scrapbooking

Also – if you have any feedback or perhaps a testimonial about how 100 Scrapbook Sketches to Instantly
Inspire has helped you, I would love to hear from you.

Please email me personally – support@scrapbookingcoach.com

Be inspired to creatively preserve your most precious memories, now and always,

Anna Lyons 
Scrapbookingcoach.com
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How to Use 100 Scrapbook Sketches to
Instantly Inspire!

Each chapter inside 100 Scrapbook Sketches to Instantly Inspire showcases sketches by amount of photos.

Let’s say for example you have 3 photos, simply select the chapter that has sketches with 3 photos or more!
Then browse the chapter until you find a sketch that you like. 

Once you’ve found a sketch, prepare your stash so you have all the necessary page elements.

Then when you’re ready to build your layout just adhere each element to your according to the sketch.

For example if, your photo has a matte, adhere the matte to your page first and THEN the photo on top.

Then build the layers up and watch your page come to life!
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The Two Ways To Use 100
Scrapbook Sketches to Instantly

Inspire!
There’s two ways we encourage scrappers to use our sketches.

 1. Copy each sketch exactly to guarantee a perfect layout every time…

Or…

 
2. Tweak and adjust each sketch as you please to create your masterpiece.

Either way is fine! 

Most scrappers start by copying our sketches, but after a while, something amazing 

tends to happen…

Your own creativity blossoms, and before long you’ll be adding your own personal 

touch to each sketch!

And with the many ways you can tweak, the 100 sketches become 1000 sketches!
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One Picture Sketches
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Two Picture Sketches
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Three Pictures or More Sketches
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Two Page Layouts
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Wait! Before You Go...
 

"Why Don’t You Take a $1 Trial of Our

Monthly Scrapbooking Classes & Instantly

Discover FRESH Layout Ideas and

Techniques To Inspire Your Scrapbooking!"
 
 
 Take our video classes and discover NEW ideas so you can get more creative

and challenge yourself! (we'll teach you heritage layouts, mini-books, multiple

and single photo layouts, double-page layouts, and much more!)

Discover FRESH techniques so each page you make will be unique (inking

and embossing, using gesso for texture and dimension, and much MUCH more!)

Get over 1000 NEW scrapbook

sketches inside our Search a Sketch

library so you stay on top of the

latest trends (gorgeous sketches

added each month!)

Get access to our VIP Scrapbooking

Forum so you can get the support

and guidance you need! (plus get

MASSIVE coupons for any of our other

products)

 

--> Click Here Now To Find Out More!<--

 

https://www.scrapbookingcoach.com/scrapbooking-ideas-monthly-order-page/?sl=pp-100freeideas-sim-invite

